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When wildlife make the news: an analysis of rural and urban 
'I north-central US newspapers 

Julia B. Corbett 

This research concerned newspaper coverage of wildlife in the north-central US: what kinds 
of animals make the news, who speaks on behalf of wildlife, and whether coverage differs in 
rural and urban newspapers. State wildlife officials dominated news coverage: they were the 
most frequently attributed news sources, and coverage focused on management actions and 
management conflicts. Game animals received the bulk of attention (81% ), rather than 
endangered or threatened ones. Although species diversity is an important concept for the 
public's understanding of science, such an approach was not evident. Almost half of the 
592 stories were found on weekly 'outdoor' pages, the domain of game management 
information and little conflict. Rural newspapers differed significantly from urban ones: 
story themes in rural papers tended to be more 'utilitarian' while urban themes were more 
'stewardship'. Rural newspapers also were more likely to print 'trophy photos' and less 
likely to discuss management conflicts. 

In I 988, three gray whales were trapped in the fall's advancing ice in Alaska, which 
according to nature's way means death. However, for the next two weeks, the multi
national effort to rescue these creatures captured the hearts, minds and imaginations of 
people around the world-thanks to the barrage of media coverage that brought the 
whales' plight into living rooms and 'mesmerized an anxious world' .1 

In similar (although decidedly less dramatic) ways, a wide variety of animals come 
to our attention via the morning newspaper or the evening newscast: the bear who bites 
a hiker, sea otters threatened by an oil spill or the spotted owls of US old growth 
timber fame. Aside from an occasional educational TV documentary, trip to the zoo or 
recreational contact, a frequent and pervasive indirect source of wildlife information is 
news coverage in the mass media. Through mass media stories about wildlife, large 
audiences are exposed to a great deal of scientific information concerning animals 
themselves, the ecosystems in which they live, and the human actions which affect 
them. 

This is not to suggest that people Jearn all of what they know about wildlife from 
mass media. Rather, most of us who lack much direct personal contact with wildlife 
must negotiate messages from a variety of sources, such as other people, entertainment 
media, advertising, books and mass media. 

However, some scholars would argue that what society comes to view as a social 
problem or important issue is not the result of individual speculation, but of a 
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collective process of defining and selecting certain issues as social problems.2 According 
to Olien, Tichenor and Donohue, definitions of social issues come from interactions 
within the power and influence structures in a society.3 The institutions that make up 
a society's framework-government, education, political, legal, religious and com
munication media-all play a role in defining social issues, bringing some issues to the 
forefront of public consciousness, and neglecting others. 

This research, operating under this assumption of the influence of powerful 
institutions in problem definition as portrayed ·in mass media, sought to examine the 
definition of wildlife as portrayed in the manifest \on tent of one large source of wildlife 
information, newspapers . The study attempted to answer: what kinds of animals make 
the news, who is 'speaking' on behalf of wildlife, whether the portrayal differs in urban 
and rural newspapers, and to what extent coverage reflects wildlife management in this 
country. 

Literature 

Media coverage and wildlife 

The US media have long reported wildlife issues. At the turn of the century, 
newspapers helped early conservationists sound the alarm over the disappearance of 
birds due to the popularity of feather plumes in women's hats. The media helped make 
Smokey the Bear a symbol of forest fire prevention before the US Forest Service fully 
employed him as such. In the 1960s, the media reported the spread of the pesticide 
DDT through the food chain and its devastating effects on birds. Wildlife stories 
around the world-from chimpanzees and elephants in Africa to pandas in China
have frequently provided good media copy. 

Americans continue to express strong support for both the environment and for 
wildlife.4 According to Dunlap and Scarce, public support for environmental 
protection in the USA has not only persisted but also risen substantially in recent 
years, and is higher now than in the early 1970s. 5 Other researchers have found that 
wildlife in particular is important to and culturally valued by people.6 

Increasing amounts of media coverage have accompanied public interest in 
environmental issues. Stocking and Leonard note several examples of the 'greening' of 
the US press, such as CNN's daily segment on the environment, an increase in the 
number of environmental reporting beats and an increase in the percentage of the print 
news-holedevoted to the environment.7 Corbett noted a trend on TV newscasts at the 
local and national levels to create environmental themes to aid and routinize coverage. 8 

In some cases, wildlife make up a large chunk of that environmental coverage. 
Corbett found that on a daily environmental segment on local TV news, stories about 
wildlife accounted for nearly 25% of all stories presented.8 Cottlt; reported in a study of 
TV news in Great Britain that roughly 20% of environmental concerns were about 
wildlife habitat or exploitation.9 

For several reasons, wildlife stories play an important role in overall environmental 
media coverage. People may identify more closely with wildlife than with non-living 
components of the environment. For example, public support for revitalizing a wetland 
or creating a nature preserve may hinge on sentiment for the creatures living there 
rather than on the geological features or prairie plants. Media coverage of complex 
environmental issues may reduce them to wildlife stories for the news qualities animals 
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evoke: concrete and picturable, visual and evoking of emotion. A common and simple 
TV representation of a large oil spill is that of oil-soaked dying animals, a simple and 
concrete symbol of far-reaching environmental havoc. 

Environmental groups and others also have attempted to capitalize on the 
attention-getting capacity of wildlife, whether for fund-raising purposes, to make 
points about the need for habitat or clean water, or because laws such as the US 
Endangered Species Act make animals practical tools for achieving related goals (such 
as using endangered owls or grizzly bears to preserve forests). 

Researchers have noted that an issue is most ~Qcely to receive media coverage when 
there is a new development or angle, when there is current (rather than future) 
significance, and when the story can be churned out in little time with little effort and 
little cost. 10 Numerous scholars have noted not only the large percentage of media 
coverage that is public relations-initiated, II but also the ability of some PR 
practitioners to pass along issue salience as well as raw information through the 
media. 12 A staged event, a conflict or crisis, a news release or other 'information 
subsidy', 13 a government report or an industry action all fit the journalist's 
requirements of being a new, newsworthy story that requires little effort to produce. 

Given these realities of the news production process, when are wildlife most likely 
to 'make the news'? Wildlife are most likely to make the news either when someone is 
making claims about them, 14 or when the boundaries-be they symbolic or real
between humans and untamed animals are somehow breached. By the very definition, 
'wildlife' remain separated and somewhat distant from humans. The duck who builds 
her nest outside an office building is an animal who has ostensibly left the wild realm 
and crossed into a more domesticated human one. Zebra mussels clogging inland 
waterways have moved beyond their accepted place in nature and conflicted with 
humans. Even purely human interest stories about wildlife involve a contact with 
humans and an overlapping of the domesticated and undomesticated realms. Animals 
doing what animals do normally quite separate from humans are topics not well-suited 
for the average newspaper or TV newscast. 

Wildlife management and the media 

As suggested above, wildlife are likely to receive media attention when wildlife-human 
boundaries are breached, or when someone is making claims about them. Such claims 
are likely to be presented to media as newsworthy information subsidies, often by the 
institutions charged with wildlife management. Wildlife management agencies in 
particular are likely to be dominant news sources about wildlife. One reason is their 
designated role as managers of hunting and angling programmes, as well as managers 
of human-wildlife conflicts, non-game animals and habitat in general. Another reason 
is their suitability as authoritative, bureaucratic news sources . 

• According to Dunlap, the increasingly important role of wildlife agencies and their 
attendant bureaucracy is required by an industrial society using all available land. 15 

Dunlap found that power over wildlife policy in the case of whooping crane 
preservation in North America had shifted from individuals and non-governmental 
organizations to federal agencies, displacing naturalists, nature-lovers and environ
mental groups. 

Although 'bureaucracy' is most often associated with government, it also refers to 
an organizational style found in many types of group. According to Weber, elements of 
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a bureaucracy included official jurisdictional areas ordered by rules which ensure the 
continuous fulfilment of duties, management based on written documents, and a firmly 
ordered system of hierarchy of positions. 16 

Regardless of the kind of group, a bureaucratically organized one is easier for the 
media to cover and obtain information from. According to Fishman's 'principle of 
bureaucratic affinity', other bureaucracies can best satisfy the output needs of a news 
bureaucracy.17 A reporter can locate a single, expert and authoritative source more 
easily in groups with hierarchical, centralized structures. Bureaucratically organized 
groups also are more likely to be legalistic, mod~rl\tely conservative and to have a 
specialized division of labour, such as the presence of a communications person or . 
department. 18 

Media, because they are not independent, knowledge generating bodies, depend on 
others for information and problem definition. Numerous studies have noted that the 
sources used most often by media are authority and institutional or bureaucratic 
officials, 19 and that media generally are supporters of human progress, development 
and the existing social order.20 Media operate, therefore, not as the popular notion of 
'watchdogs' of public interest, but instead as 'guard-dogs' of powerful, established 
interests: 

Information emanates from powerful agencies with a purpose and the media 
transmit purposive information in accordance with agency agendas . . . Media 
are dependent upon power relationships . . . Power relationships tend to 
maintain themselves, and media are part of this maintenance process. 21 

Wildlife management agencies represent the existing institutional solution to conflicts 
and problems concerning wildlife, and as legitimated, bureaucratic news sources, have 
an edge over other groups attempting to speak on behalf of wildlife. 

However, regulatory agencies of government, as noted by Olien, Tichenor and 
Donohue, generally are established by, and serve the interests of, the businesses that 
are regulated rather than the public.3 In addition, the position of wildlife managers in 
the larger power structure would suggest that they are often not able to effect the 
structural changes needed to truly preserve and protect wildlife. For example, the 
fisheries manager can supplement fish populations through management actions (such 
as hatcheries, stocking and fishing regulations) but has limited power to change what 
made the management actions necessary in the first place: water pollution, increased 
water temperatures, sediments from logging or farming practices, or water levels 
altered by dams. 

Because of wildlife agencies' perception as legitimate authority institutions, their 
ability as bureaucracies to suit media needs and their widespread locations, it is likely 
not only that wildlife managers will be predominant news sources concerning wildlife, 
but also that media coverage will tend to focus on management actions and 
management conflicts. 

Relationships with wildlife in rural and urban communities 

The media tend to frame issues in terms of the prevailing concerns, values and problem 
orientation of the immediate social and cultural environment. In the case of the 
trapped whales in Alaska, the local Alaskans viewed the incident much differently from 
those in the Lower 48 states.22 The immediate environment differs greatly from 
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community to community, from large city to small rural town. The extensive literature 
on the impact of community structure on media coverage of environmental and other 
issues has found significant differences by community type, particularly in how media 
report conflict, but also in risk reporting, source use and issue framing;23 

Differences in issue framing are likely to be found in the ways that urban and rural 
communities view wildlife. In a small town, not·only are residents physically closer to a 
larger variety of wi ldlife and presumably have a greater chance for direct contact and 
interaction, but rural residents are also likely. to interpret their wildlife experiences 
differently from city dwellers . Especially to ' \hose directly dependent on natural 
resources for a living, animals, both wild and domestic, are highly valued for what they 
provide. This usefulness may consist merely of enjoyment for their proximity (being 
able to spot wildlife nearby and to hunt 'out of the back door'), or of the sport of 
catching them, or it may be because they provide food for the table. But when animals' 
presence interferes with the business of making a living-foxes in the chickens or 
insects in the grain-animals lose their strictly utilitarian value and are labelled 
'varmints' . Until the proliferation of wildlife management, farmers and other rural 
residents were free to manage (and dispatch) wild animals as they saw fit. The small 
rural newspaper is unlikely to reflect this value of wildlife as primarily utilitarian 
objects. · 

For a city dweller, contact with wildlife, beyond the backyard squirrel and 
occasional urban deer, is often more deliberate (hunting, fishing, bird-watching) or a 
by-product of other outdoor activities. Regardless, the day-to-day wildlife experience 
in the city Jacks the utilitarian value and connection to livelihood, as for the rural 
resident. Instead, the city is the centre of decision-making for wildlife management as 
the headquarters location for various government agencies. In turn, the urban 
newspaper is likely to focus more on the stewardship activities of wildlife management, 
in other words how wildlife require or receive attention or action on their behalf by 
humans. 

Based on the literature in community differences, media coverage and wildlife 
agencies as sources of news, four hypotheses guided this research: 

H 1 Stories will rely more heavily on government officials-primarily those 
with wildlife agencies-as information sources than on other source types. 

H2 Stories will devote more attention to animals receiving management 
attention, primarily game animals and not endangered ones. 

H3 A 'utilitarian' theme will be more common in rural newspapers than 
urban, and a 'stewardship' theme will be more common in urban 
newspapers than rural. 

H4 Stories will report management conflicts more often than other types of 
conflict. 

Methods 

Because these hypotheses concern characteristics of manifest content of media stories, 
content analysis was deemed an appropriate method for gathering data. A content 
analysis was made of all wildlife stories during a nine-week period (29 September 1989 
to I December 1989) in six daily newspapers in the north-central USA (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Newspapers and numbers of wildlife stories. 

City Newspaper City Circulation Number of %total 
stories 

Duluth, MN News-Tribune urban 63 000 119 20 
Brainerd, MN Daily Dispatch rural 14 400 62 10 
Minneapolis, MN Star Tribune urban 389 000 163 28 
Willmar, MN W. Central Tribune rural 17 000 65 II 
Des Moines, lA Register urban ,. ~10 000 83 14 
Worthington, MN Daily Globe rural 15 000 100 17 

592 100% 

The time frame chosen covered the bulk of the hunting season in both Minnesota and 
Iowa, which would better test the hypothesis concerning utilitarian and stewardship 
story themes: would urban newspapers still have more stewardship-centred stories 
during this very utilitarian-oriented time of year? In addition, there was interest in how 
the newspapers would portray hunting, such as· focusing on sporting and social aspects, 
management or products. 

The unit of analysis was each news story about wildlife longer than one column 
inch in all sections of the paper. A story was coded if it was about or primarily 
concerned with wildlife, or if wildlife played a significant role in the story, either as the 
cause or as the recipient of an action. Wildlife were operationalized as untamed, 
undomesticated, non-human animals and insects. Zoo, circus, or other permanently 
confined or trained animals were not included. Wild animals temporarily confined (as 
for medical care or reintroduction) were included, as were dead wild animals. 

Animals were coded in two ways. First, each mention of a particular species was 
counted in broad animal categories. (For example, a story about a deer hunting trip 
that mentioned deer, chickadees and a pheasant would count one large mammal and 
two birds.) Second, each story was coded once as to which animal the story was 
primarily about. (In the same example, the story would be counted as a story primarily 
about deer.) 

Up to four identified sources of information (quoted or paraphrased) were recorded 
for each story. 

One of five types of conflict was coded: management (disagreement about plans or 
goals over wildlife or habitat management), humans acting upon wildlife (hunting, 
catching, exterminating wildlife) , wildlife acting upon humans (injuring people, other 
animals, crops or structures), environmental (between wildlife and some element of the 
environment such as fire or pollution) and development (wildlife conflicting with 
development or progress). 

Each story was coded with one of five story themes. A 'utilitarian' theme treated 
wildlife as objects of usefulness to humans or as objects of the hunt or chase. 
'Stewardship' was defined as wildlife requiring or receiving attention and action on 
their behalf by humans, such as management actions. 'Natural history' stories 
portrayed wildlife as having aesthetic, intrinsic value for the place they hold in the 
ecosystem and focused on appreciation, understanding, scientific value or study. 
A 'threat' story theme treated wildlife as dangerous, harmful or destructive (to humans, 
other species, plants or structures) by attacking directly or harming by disease. Stories 
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with an 'unusualness' theme had a news peg of the unusualness of the animal or its 
actions that did not pose a threat and was not being managed by humans; examples 
would be a raven stealing golf balls off the golf course or a moose seen far away from 
its range. 

Overall intercoder reliabili ty for key variables among three coders on a sample of 
40 stories was 86%. 

Results 

As Table I shows, 592 wildlife stories were found. The 'outdoor' page, a weekly page 
found in each newspaper, was the most popular location with 46% of all wildlife stories 
found there. Another 25% were found on general news pages; all other pages contained 
the remaining 1.9%. Length of stories varied widely; 210 stories were under five inches, 
yet 139 stories were longer than 15 inches. As for the source of stories, newspaper staff 
produced almost 40%, wire services 22.5%, and 23% of the stories gave no source. 

The first hypothesis that government officials would be the predominant story 
source is supported (Chi-square, p = 0.005). Table 2 shows that each story had an 
average of 1.5 attributed sources, or a total of 914 sources. By far the largest single 
source of information for wildlife stories was state wildlife agency officials. Other 
prominent sources were individuals engaged in wildlife-related activities, such as 
hunters and anglers. 

Interestingly, the story's author appeared as a source ('I' or 'we') 67 times. Much of 
the writing, especially on the outdoor page, portrayed the author as active observer or 
participant in wildlife activities. Examples were the author recalling a hunting trip with 
friends or accompanying wildlife officials as they tried to catch deer poachers. This 
personal nature plus the heavy reliance on state wildlife officials reinforces the personal 
relationship of the specialized reporter with his or her most important sources, making 
it Jess likely that conflictual issues will be covered.24 

The second hypothesis was supported, which predicted that animals receiving 
management attention would receive the most coverage. The animals getting coverage 
were not those most in peril (Table 3); animals listed as threatened or endangered 
accounted for only 13.2%. Game animals accounted for almost 81% of animals 
mentioned. Interestingly enough, this lop-sided focus on game animals parallels the 
proportions of most state wildlife budgets allocated for game versus non-game species. 
Turk found that some state agency information offices are very effective at getting their 
internal agendas passed along to the public through the print media.12 

About 59% (351 out of 592) of the stories were about hunting, fishing, or both, 
which is not surprising given the fall period studied, but it is significant nonetheless. 
For both rural and urban newspapers, the further south the paper, the fewer stories • there were about hunting and fishing, presumably because hunting and fishing 
opportunities are more plentiful farther north. (Minnesota's state slogan is 'Land of 
I 0 000 Lakes', and the northern portion of the state in particular receives heavy 
outdoor use. Land in southern Minnesota and Iowa is predominantly farmland .) 
Hunting portrayal (Table 4) concentrated first on the management of hunting and 
second on game success and prospects. 

Large mammals dominated coverage, both in the primary animal mentioned in a 
story (Table 5) and in the overall count of animals. In the 592 stories, 727 different 
animals were mentioned; of these 36% were large mammals, 28% birds, 12% fish and 
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Table 2. Government sources in newspaper stories about wildlife (Chi-square, p = 0.005; 
• =unknown, other sources= 26). 

Source 

Government 
local wildlife agency 
local agency, other 
local, political official 

state wildlife agency 
state agency, other 
state, political official 

federal wildlife agency 
federal agency, other 
federal, political official 

international wildlife agency 
international agency, other 
other, government 

All government sources 

Non-government 
individual, in wildlife activity 
individual, other 
private business, wildlife-related 
private business, other 
story's author 
special interest group, wildlife 
special interest group, other 
lawyer 

All non-government sources 

Total all sources 

\ 

Number 
attributed 

2 
16 
1 

(19) 

271 
25 
14 

(310) 

57 
25 
18 

(100) 

8 
12 
61 

(83) 

510 

123 
33 
55 
42 
67 
50 
6 
2 

378 

888* 

Percentage 

0.2 
1.8 
0.1 

(2.1) 

30.5 
2 .8 
1.6 

(34.9) 

6.4 
2.8 
2.0 

(11.1) 

0.9 
1.4 
6.9 

(9.2) 

57.4% 

13.9 
3.7 
6.2 
4.7 
7.6 
5.6 
0.7 
0.2 

42.6% 

100.0% 

II% were small mammals. An interesting follow-up study could examine whether the 
emphasis remains on large mammals regardless of season or if it changes during other 
times of the year, such as to fish in summer. 

Hypothesis three predicted a 'utilitarian' theme in rural ne~spapers and a 
'stewardship' theme in urban ones. Rural and urban newspapers differed significantly 
in three respects. First, as predicted, rural and urban newspapers differed significantly 
in their use of story themes (Chi-square, p = 0.003). Of five story themes coded, rural 
newspapers found the 'utilitarian' side of wildlife most newsworthy, while urban 
newspapers printed more stories with a 'stewardship' theme (Table 6). Far less frequent 
story themes in both rural and urban papers were 'natural history' (11% or 65 of 584), 
'threat' (9%) or 'unusualness' (2%); there were not significant differences in use of 
these themes by community type. 

.. 
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Table 3. Status and type of animals in newspaper stories. 

Animal 

At risk status 

endangered, threatened 
not listed at risk 
extinct 

Total 

Game animal 

yes 
no 
unknown 

Total 

\ 

Number of 
stories 

78 
504 

10 

592 

479 
107 

6 

592 

Percentage 

13.2 
85.1 

1.7 

100.0% 

80.9 
18.1 
1.0 

100.0% 

405 

Second, all three rural newspapers featured 'trophy photos' each week on their 
outdoor pages, showing hunters and anglers with their quarry, accompanied only by a 
caption. The urban newspapers did not generally print these trophy photos, with an 
occasional exception in the Duluth paper (the smallest urban paper). These trophy 
photos illustrate the utilitarian value placed on wildlife in rural communities, as well as 
the rural media emphasis upon local people and social news, not just public affairs 
events. In a homogeneous rural setting where personal relationships are very important 
and a primary means of communication, knowing (and seeing) who bagged the big 
buck or trophy bass is important information to convey. 

Third, urban newspapers were significantly more likely (Chi-square, p = 0.0002) to 
discuss management conflicts than were rural newspapers, 35% in urban newspapers 
and 21% in rural. This may be attributed to the fact that wildlife agency headquarters 
are usually located in urban areas; it is also explained by pluralism and conflict theory 
of Tichenor, Olien and Donohue that conflict is more likely to be aired and discussed in 
communities with a higher degree of pluralism.25 

Management conflicts also were the most common of the five types of conflicts 
associated with wildlife stories (33% overall or 176 of 535), supporting hypothesis four. 

Table 4. Hunting portrayal in wildlife stories. 

Portrayal 

Hunting management 
Game success, prospect 
Recreation, social 
Products of hunting 
Safety, ethics 
Other portrayal 

Total 

.. 

Number of 
stories 

103 
58 
40 
27 
23 
19 

270 

Percentage 

38.1 
21.5 
14.8 
10.0 
8.5 
7.0 

100.0% 
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Table 5. Primary animal in wildlife newspaper stories. 

Primary animal Number of Percentage 
stories 

Deer 95 16.0 
Duck 35 6.0 
Moose 25 4.2 
Walleye 24 4.0 
Elephant ' 24 4.0 
Pheasant 22 3.7 
Goose 22 3.7 
Insects 16 2.7 
Raptors (birds of prey) 13 2.2 
Bear 11 1.9 
Wild turkey 11 1.9 
Dinosaur 9 1.5 
Bison 7 1.2 
Wolf 7 1.2 
Salmon 7 1.2 
Bat 7 1.2 
Bass 5 0.8 
Raccoon 4 0.7 
Loon (Minnesota state bird) 4 0.7 
Other animals, < 4 stories each 64 10.8 
No primary animal in story 180 30.4 

Total 592 100.0% 

Table 6. Wildlife story theme in rural and urban newspapers (Chi-square, p = 0.003). 

Story theme 

Stewardship 

Total 

Rural papers 

60.5% (n = 112) 

39.5% (n = 73) 

100% (n = 185) 

Urban papers 

46.1%(n=l25) 

53.9% (n= 146) 

100% (n = 271) 

Humans acting upon wildlife accounted for 22% of all conflicts, environmental 
conflicts numbered 21%, wildlife acting upon humans 14% and development conflicts 
10%. 

Discussion 

Mass media are an important source of wildlife information in an increasingly 
urbanized world where individuals have less direct contact with wildlife. Media 
portrayal of wildlife is, therefore, of concern to those communicating about wildlife 
and the environment. 

In this study, a 'typical' profile would be a story about a large game animal that is 
the focus of a management action and is discussed by a state wildlife official. In a rural 
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newspaper, such a story might be accompanied by a 'trophy photo', appear on the 
weekly outdoor page, carry a decidedly utilitarian story theme and not mention a 
management conflict. 

Such a profile is obviously simplistic, but it nonetheless raises some interesting 
points regarding this region's newspaper portrayal of wildlife. Most significant perhaps 
is the powerful role of state wildlife officials in defining wildlife issues, evident in the 
emphasis placed on game species and hunting management, even over game success or 
the recreation of hunting. 

The animals most likely to 'make the news' also' r,flect the relative values of animals 
according to news standards. It is understandable that journalists (and readers) find 
some animals 'sexy' and not others; who wouldn't rather read about moose and bears 
than slugs and voles? But this focus ignores one of the central tenants of ecology, that 
all species-not just games species or large, glamorous ones--<:ontribute to the Earth's 
biodiversity and have values far beyond utilitarian ones. Although species diversity is 
an important concept for the public's understanding of science, such an approach is 
not evident in these newspapers. 

The emphasis on game animals is somewhat expected, given the fall time period of 
the study. However, sampling by the author at other times during the year shows that 
this utilitarian focus continues consistently all year round, particularly on the outdoor 
page. One would expect that in Minnesota, 'Land of I 0 000 Lakes', the game animal 
has shifted by spring from the hunted to the hooked. 

Given the game orientation, it is logical that nearly a third of all sources were state 
wildlife officials and that almost half the stories were found on weekly outdoor pages, 
the domain of game management information and little conflict. Although the regional 
nature of the newspapers studied precludes wider generalization, it does point to the 
regional nature of much wildlife management and the dominance of regional officials in 
it. 

While these agencies are the institutional apparatus constructed by society to 
manage wild animals, a wide range of alternative or contrasting viewpoints is notably 
lacking. Many of the wildlife groups mentioned (5.5% of sources) in these stories were 
of the 'rod and gun' variety whose consumptively oriented agendas closely match those 
of state game managers. More general environmental groups seem to concentrate on 
land preservation and perhaps don't cultivate themselves as media sources for wildlife 
information. Also lacking are scientists or educators as sources of wildlife information, 
only 4.9% of all sources. 

The newspapers' frequent use of state wildlife sources and their support of the 
weekly outdoor pages speaks to the dominant and powerful position of these agencies 
to represent wildlife interests and to supply primary problem definition. It is perhaps, 
as Dunlap suggested, that the power has shifted to government wildlife agencies, 
displacing individuals, environmental groups and others from a more prominent role in 
problem definition. 15 The coverage also demonstrates the extent ,to which newspaper 
reporting reflects the characteristics of the social structure. Structurally, state wildlife 
agencies are well-equipped and experienced in supplying media with information 
and are personally available throughout a wide geographical area. Although wildlife 
managers are sometimes powerless to effect societal changes necessary to protect 
wildlife, they are nevertheless part of the power relationships of wildlife management 
and are recognized as such by the media. 

Differences between rural and urban coverage is another example of the media's 
tendency to reflect the prevailing orientation of the immediate social and cultural 
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environment. The newspapers in rural commumt1es had a more utilitarian theme to 
wildlife coverage, reported fewer management conflicts and printed more trophy 
photos. In addition, newspapers further south and amid more agricultural land printed 
fewer hunting and fishing stories than those in the north, again presumably reflecting 
the surrounding environment and perceived interests of readers. Such structural 
differences also suggest to researchers the importance of community type in analysing 
media coverage. It is unwise to presume that all cpmmunities and their media outlets 
view issues similarly, just as Lowe and Morrison a,rgued that it is unwise to generalize 
about the diverse issues under the rubric 'environm~nt'.26 

Important to our understanding of how and why wildlife 'make the news', but 
beyond both the scope of this study and content analysis methods, is the relationship 
between wildlife sources and reporters. How the power relationships surrounding 
wildlife management affect its media portrayal and how journalists make wildlife 
coverage decisions are ripe areas for future research. 
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